Precursor RNA transcribed from the yeast mltochondrial gene coding for the large ribosomal RNA contains a group I intron that can excise Itself In vitro. Apart from group I specific sequence elements the Intron also contains a gene encoding a DNA endonuclease involved In Intron dispersal. A precursor RNA derivative from which this gene has been removed self-splices efficiently, but due to activation of cryptic opening sites located in the 5' exon, the 3' part of this exon is sometimes co-excised with the intron. Upon further reaction, this enlarged intron molecules give rise to Interlocked circles, comprising small circles derived from 5' exon parts and large circles of the intron. Sequence comparison between cryptic opening sites and authentic splice sites reveals In most cases homology with the 3' exon part that Is capable of Interacting with the Internal Guide Sequence. The role of the IGS was further substantiated by replacing the cryptic opening sites with well defined sequences of authentic splice sites: one corresponding to the 3' splice site and Its mutant derivatives, the other to a fragment containing the natural 5'-3' exon junction. Precursor RNAs derived from these constructs give rise to interlocked circles, and mutation studies confirm that the 3' exon nucleotides flanking a 3' splice site are essential for their formation. The results underline the crucial role of the IGS In interlocked circle formation which behaves similarly as In the normal self-splicing reactions. It has been proposed that the two short helices formed by basepairing of the IGS with the 5' and 3' exon can co-axially stack on top of each other forming a quasi continuous RNA double helix or pseudoknot. We present a model explaining how transestertflcation reactions of a mutant precursor RNA in such a pseudoknot can lead to interlocked circles. The experiments support the notion that a similar structure Is also operative in splicing of wild type precursor RNA.
INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of self-splicing of the Tetrahymena ribosomal RNA intron about a decade ago, splicing of this intron and similar introns found in other organisms has been studied extensively (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) . This group of introns (group I) shares the same splicing mechanism and structural details which distinguishes them from the group II introns (6, 7) . Concerning the mechanism of splice site selection in group I introns it is now clear that a short sequence within the intron called the Internal Guide Sequence (IGS) is responsible for the selection of the 5' splice site (2, 8, 9, 10) . The way the 3' splice site is selected is more variable: it can be defined by the IGS but also by the interaction of two nucleotides preceding the intron terminal guanosine residue with two nucleotides downstream of sequence element S (basepairing interaction P9.0; see ref. 11, 12, 13) . For the Tetrahymena intron it has been shown that both mechanisms are used (14) . Apart from the normal splicing reaction the IGS is probably also involved in the formation of deviant products that occur under the in vitro conditions of RNA self-splicing (15) . Most remarkable among these are interlocked circles (ILCs) formed during self-splicing of aI3 intron containing RNA derived from the mitochondrial COX I gene of Saccharomyces cerevisiae (16) . It was postulated that alternative basepairing of a cryptic 5' and 3' splice site to the IGS in the aI3 intron gave rise to ILC formation. Some group I introns contain genes coding for maturases, involved in in vivo splicing, or genes coding for DNA endonucleases that play a role in intron dispersal (17, 18, 19) . The DNA endonuclease encoded in the 21S ribosomal RNA intron from Saccharomyces cerevisiae mitochondria is not necessary for in vitro self-splicing (3, 5) . Removal of this gene however leads to the activation of cryptic opening sites in the 5' exon, which gives rise to aberrant splicing products including ILCs.
To determine the exact sequence requirements at the opening site in the 5' exon we made use of mutants with well defined opening sites in the 5' exon. We constructed mutants in which most of the 5' exon sequences were replaced by a fragment which contains the wild type 3' splice site and a fragment containing
• To whom correspondence should be addressed at: Institut de Biologie Moleculaire et Cellulaire, 15 rue Renf Descartes, 67084 Strasbourg cedex, France the junction of the 5' exon ligated to the 3' exon. Additionally, BAL-31 deletion mutants and substitution mutants were tested. Our results provide evidence that the interaction of a (cryptic) 3' splice site in the 5' exon and the authentic 5' splice site with the IGS gives rise to ILC formation. Based on these results we present a more complete model to describe the formation of interlocked circles. It not only describes the sequence requirements but also the conformation of the IGS and the sites involved in the reactions which lead to interlocking. Since products of the RNA splicing reaction have provided informative clues to aspects of the normal process, the tertiary structure proposed for ILC formation may therefore be of more general importance.
MATERIALS AND METHODS Materials
Restriction enzymes, ligase and Klenow enzyme were from BRL. AMV reverse transcriptase and RNasin nuclease inhibitor were from Promega. T4 polynucleotide kinase was from BRL.
[o^PJ-GTP (400 Ci/mmol), [y^J-ATP and [o^PJ-UTP (3000 Ci/mmol) were from New England Nuclear. Nucleotides were from Boehringer. NaIO 4 and Aniline were from Merck. T7 RNA polymerase was home made, according to the protocol from Davanloo et al. (20) , using an overproducing E.coli strain kindly provided by F.W.Studier.
Recombinant plasmids
The construction of plasmid pSP65-C21 containing the wild type 21S RNA intron was described in Van der Horst and Tabak (15) . Clone pT7 C21 was constructed by inserting a Bam HI fragment from plasmid pSP65-C21 behind the T7 promoter of pEP30 ( fig. 1A ). Subsequently this plasmid was linearized with Sac I which cuts in the centre of the open reading frame in the intron. After digestion with nuclease BAL-31 to remove the open reading frame from the intron, Nco I linkers were ligated to the remaining fragments. The fragments were then digested with Nco I and circularised by incubation with ligase. This procedure incorporates 10 nts of Nco I linker in the intron. Recombinant plasmids were sequenced and the in vitro synthesised precursor RNA was tested for self-splicing. Construct wt 5'Ex/A ( fig. IB) , which lacks intron nucleotides 241-1012, was selected for further experiments.
To construct plasmids containing well defined opening sites in the 5' exon, a plasmid was made which contains a unique Sma I site just upstream the 5' splice site. To this end, a BAL-31 digestion was carried out on Eco RI linearized wt 5'Ex/A which cuts in the polylinker between the T7 promoter and the 5' exon. The BAL-31 treated DNAs were digested with Eco RV which cuts in the intron and BAL-31-Eco RV size fractionated fragments were isolated from gel. Finally, these fragments were inserted in vector pT713 which was linearized with Sma I and Bam HI, together with the intron-3' exon containing Eco RV-Bam HI fragment from wt 5'Ex/A. Recombinant clones were tested for the presence of a new Sma I site, indicative for a construct containing only 5 nt wild type 5' exon sequence. This construct, pT7 5-C21A771 was checked by sequence analysis. The Sma I site was used to insert fragments upstream of the 5' exon.
Insertion of a Ssp I-Hind II fragment containing the 3' splice site from wt 5'Ex/A resulted in plasmid 3'SS/A ( fig. 1C) . Plasmid ExEx/A ( fig. ID) containing a ligation junction was constructed by insertion of a Mae HI-Hind II fragment from an intron-less 21S construct described in Osinga et al. (21) . The 5' end of this insert was made blunt by treatment with Klenow enzyme. BAL-31 deletion mutants of clone 3'SS/A were constructed by cutting wt 5'Ex/A with Eco RV and digesting the linearized plasmids with BAL-31. After digestion with Hind n, fragments containing the 3' exon were inserted in the Sma I site of pT7 5-C21A771. Four different constructs containing a different number of intron nucleotides upstream of the introduced 3' splice site were isolated.
The substitution mutants of 3'SS/A were constructed using the oligonucleotides 5' CAAAAAATTTGTTCAGGGTAATATAG 3'; 5' CAAAAAATTTGTTCAACATAATATAG 3' and an M13mpl8 construct containing the wild type 21S intron. From die mutant clones, the Ssp I-Hind II fragment containing the mutated 3' splice site was isolated and cloned in the Sma I site of pT7 5-C21A771.
Transcription and self-splicing reactions
Recombinant plasmids were linearized by digestion with Xba I, Sph I or Bam HI. RNA was synthesised by incubating 2 /tg linearized plasmid with 5 units T7 RNA polymerase in the presence of 5 units RNasin. Self-splicing was carried out at 40°C in a 20 /xl mixture containing 0.2 /ig RNA; 0.2 mM GTP; 100 mM (NH^SC^; 50 mM MgCl 2 and 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5. GTP end-labeled molecules were formed by incubating unlabeled precursor RNA with 30 /*Ci [o^PJ-GTP replacing the unlabeled 0.2 mM GTP. The reaction was stopped by adding EDTA to a final concentration of 75 mM in a total volume of 100 /tl. The self-splicing products were recovered by passing this mixture through a sephadex G-50 column and precipitating the RNA with edianol.
RNA analysis
Self-splicing products were analysed on one-or two-dimensional PAA-urea gels as described in Tabak et al. (22) . Gel slices containing the products were excised and the RNA was eluted in 0.5 M NHiAc, 2 mM EDTA, 0.2% SDS (pH 7.0) at 37°C for 16 hrs. The RNA was precipitated by addition of three volumes ethanol and washed twice with 70% ethanol before use. Sequences of isolated RNA products were determined using AMV reverse transcriptase, and primers A (5'-CATTATGCCA-TACTTACGTAC-3'), B (5'-ATCCCTAGCGTAAC-3'), C (5'-CAATTCACCC-3') or D (5'-GGTGGCAAACATA-GCT-3'). /S-Elimination was carried out as follows: the 3' terminal guanosine nucleotide of the intron was oxidised by incubation with 20 mM NaIO 4 at 25 °C for 30 minutes in the dark. Excess periodate was removed by addition of ethylene glycol (25 mM) at 25°C for 30 minutes in the dark. The oxidised 3' terminal nucleotide was removed by incubation in 250 mM aniline and 50 mM NaAc (pH 5.0), at 45°C for 45 minutes. The RNA was then precipitated with ethanol and washed twice before use. to yeast strains that do not contain this intron (18, 19) . Since this endonuclease has no role in the splicing reaction (3, 5) we deleted its gene in order to facilitate the characterisation of its splicing products (see materials and methods). We isolated two constructs in which the entire open reading frame was deleted. Both clones were tested for their self-splicing capacity and were found to behave very similarly. We describe the results obtained with clone wt 5'Ex/A in which 771 nucleotides from the intron were deleted, leaving only 382 nt, (fig. IB) .
RESULTS

Self
Beside the normal self-splicing products, a number of additional products emerge when homogeneously labeled precursor RNA from this construct is incubated under self-splicing conditions ( fig. 2A, lane 2) . A number of products migrate more slowly during electrophoresis than precursor RNA itself. These consist of various types of circular molecules as determined by 2D gel electrophoresis (see next section). Splicing of unlabeled precursor RNA in the presence of [a 32 ?]-GTP identifies the molecules to which GTP is added. The most prominent GTP labeled products are the excised intron and the intron with the 3' exon still attached to it ( fig. 2A , lane 3 and 2Q. Products still containing the 3' exon were identified by comparing the products arising after selfsplicing of two precursor RNAs differing in length at their 3' end (compare fig. 2A and B, lanes 2). The lines between A and B connect the products that show the expected shift in mobility: the complete intron attached to the 3' exon, the product of 5' exon to 3' exon ligation and the 3' exon itself. However, also four other 3' exon containing ligation products were found (indicated with HI a-d in fig. 2 ). Sequence analysis of these isolated RNAs using oligonucleotide D, complementary to a part of the 3' exon, revealed that these molecules consist of the 3' exon ligated to variable parts of the 5' exon (experiment not shown). The variable 5' exon parts all start at the 5' end of the precursor RNA but end at four different positions in the 5' exon (sites a-d in the precursor RNA indicated in fig. IB ). These results suggest that cryptic sites in the 5' exon can be opened in the shortened version of the precursor RNA. Indeed, a splicing reaction carried out in the presence of [a^PJ-GTP labels four products derived from the aberrant ligation reactions albeit with low efficiency (indicated with II a-d in fig. 2A -Q. Sequence analysis using oligonucleotide C revealed that these products contain 5' exon sequences starting at positions a-d and a normal 5' splice site (experiment not shown). Their lengths indicate that they also contain the entire intron. Together, the results show that upstream of the normal splice site, the 5' exon is prone to GTP attack at four different positions and that the 5' exon parts upstream of these opening sites can function as nucleophiles to open the 3' splice site and be ligated to the 3' exon.
Characterisation of reaction products with a topologjcal constraint
We have carried out a more detailed analysis of circular products using two dimensional gel electrophoresis. The suitability of this technique for analysis of RNA molecules with a topological constraint has been described by us in detail before (22) , and here we will only discuss certain aspects of it. An example of a 2-D separation is shown in fig. 3 . Linear RNA products such as the linear intron, ligated exons and free exons are found on diagonal II of the autoradiogram. A number of RNA molecules are present on diagonal I. These are severely retarded during migration in the higher percentage gel of the second dimension (products A-J), indicating the presence of a topological constraint. After completion of the run in the first dimension and during preparation of the gel for the run in the second dimension, a certain amount of these molecules suffers a strand break resulting in loss of topological constraint. These linear derivatives move much faster during the secqnd run and they end up on diagonal HI underneath the one formed by RNAs that were linear before the start of the electrophoretic separation. This is the case for the intron circle (H) and its linear derivative (HI) and a number of other circular RNAs (B, C, G and J). Sequence analysis using primer A and length measurements of the linear version show that product B is a circle comprised of the complete intron and 142 nt of the 5' exon (the region spanning from opening site a to the 5' splice site, fig. IB ). Product G is a circular form of the complete intron (C°) differing from the normal circular intron (product H: C~3) in keeping the three 5' terminal intron nucleotides. Product C is a circle consisting of the intron and the complete 3' exon. It is only formed when the DNA template for run-off transcription is truncated by Xba I and is not further discussed here. Product J was not investigated in enough detail to determine its nature.
In a number of cases more than one RNA species is present on the vertical underneath a product with topological constraint (A, D and E). This is illustrative for the presence of interlocked RNA circles (22) . For example, four products (Al-A4) are found underneath product A. Al migrates similar to the circular intron and sequence analysis across the junction confirms that it corresponds to the C° version of the intron. A2 is its linear derivative. Sequence analysis of product A indicates the presence of other circles of 141 or 142 nts consisting of 5' exon sequences between site a and the 5' splice site (see fig. 4B ). Due to low amounts of product available we have not directly sequenced products A3 and A4, but migration behaviour and length measurements suggest that A3 is the circular 141 or 142 nt 5' exon part and A4 its linear derivative. Products D, E, F and Dl, D2, El, E2, Fl respectively migrate very close together which hampers their identification. Sequence analysis and migration behaviour suggests that D and E consist of interlocked circles, one of which is the intron C° circle, the linear derivatives of which are D2 and E2. We speculate that the other RNA circles may consist of 39 and 27 nt derived from the 5' exon spanning the regions between b or c and the 5' splice site (see fig. 4B ). Their small size has prevented their detection by autoradiography. Products Dl and El may correspond to circles consisting of intron plus 5' exon sequences in analogy with the nature of the B and Bl circles we described above.
Reincubation of the enlarged introns show that they can give rise to ILCs, therefore these products are the smallest precursors for ILC formation (see below).
Sequence requirements at the cryptic opening sites
All opening sites except site d contain a guanosine residue immediately upstream of the position of cleavage ( fig. 4B) . This is the hallmark of 3' splice sites. Apart from this guanosine residue other nucleotides flanking the opening sites are identical to 3' splice site nucleotides, but it is not clear whether the sequence similarity is sufficient to define an opening site.
However, opening does not take place after every G indicating that sequences around the alternative opening sites are important for their selection. To test whether an authentic 3' splice site in the 5' exon can give rise to ILC formation, we designed a reaction products. But more importantly, the abundance of some products differs considerably between the two reactions. Products formed in the normal self-splicing reaction are present in the same amount when the reactions are compared after 30 minutes of incubation ( fig. 5A and B) . A significant difference between the two reactions however is the involvement of the ligation junction Another important difference between the two constructs is the amount of the 5' exon-intron molecules produced by GTP attack or site specific hydrolysis at the normal 3' splice site. For the 3'SS/A construct this molecule can function as a precursor for ILC formation (see discussion). The 5' exon-intron molecule is present in large amounts in the ExEx/A reaction ( fig. 5A , 512 nt) whereas it is undetectable in the 3'SS/A reaction. From the precursor RNA, molecules migrating more slowly than the input RNA are also formed. Two dimensional gel electrophoresis was applied to the products of a 3'SS/A reaction to analyse the RNA molecules with topological constraint (fig. 6A) . Apart from the normal intron circle and its linear derivative, we also observe an interlocked circle product as based on the presence of four products on the vertical underneath the interlocked circles. Sequence analysis of the isolated ILC product using the intron specific primer C reveals two sequences: one corresponding to the C° circle and one corresponding to the C~3 circle ( fig. 6B ). The C° circle comprises the entire intron and contains a junction between the 5' and 3' end of the intron. The C~3 circle differs from the C° circle at the circularization site: 3 nts derived from the 5' end of the intron are missing. Although there are two circular intron products found, it is most likely that only the C° circle is present in the ILC. It can not be excluded that the C~3 circle is produced in the isolation procedure of the ILC by re-opening of the circularization site of the C° circle followed by circle closure at the normal circularization site. Sequence analysis of the ILC product using 3' exon specific primer D reveals a junction between the 5' terminal part of the 3' exon and the 3' terminal part of the 5' exon ( fig. 6C ). This sequence is indistinguishable from the ligated exon product (see fig. 6D ), but migration behaviour in the 2D gel shows that this sequence is derived from a circle of 63 nts, spanning the region from the introduced 3' splice site to the 5' splice site. Formation of the expected ILC product by 3'SS/A transcripts indeed shows that the presence in the 5' exon of a 3' splice site sequence can lead to the formation of interlocked RNA circles.
Precursor-product relation of interlocked circle formation
To test the involvement of guanosine nucleotides in ILC formation, the enlarged intron (446 nt) was isolated from a 3'SS/A self-splicing reaction mixture and re-incubated under different conditions. Incubation of the 446 nt ILC precursor in the absence or presence of GTP is shown in figure 7A (lanes 2 and 3) . Interlocked circles are formed in both reactions showing that the reaction is independent of GTP. In these reactions circular intron is also produced. This is the result of a nucleophilic attack of the 3' terminal guanosine of the intron at the 5' splice site. In the presence of GTP an alternative reaction is also possible. GTP attack at the 5' splice site results in the formation of linear intron which is produced in large amounts Qane 3). This linear intron can circularise as in a normal self-splicing reaction. The importance of the 3' terminal intron guanosine is illustrated in figure 7A (lanes 4-6) . In a /9-elimination reaction, this residue was specifically removed (lane 4). Incubation of the modified precursor in the absence of GTP shows no reaction at all Qane 5). In the presence of GTP the only reaction that takes place is a nucleophilic attack at the 5' splice site, resulting in linear intron and the released 5' part of the ILC precursor (which is too small to be recovered on this gel). This reaction also shows that the intron has not lost its reactivity in the /3-elimination procedure. From these experiments we conclude that the enlarged intron is the smallest precursor for ILC formation. Furthermore we have demonstrated that the intron terminal guanosine residue is essential to the formation of ILCs in contrast to GTP which is not needed.
Reactivity of BAL-31 mutants
Recent evidence indicates that in some group I introns intronterminal nucleotides participate in the recognition of the 3' splice site (11, 12, 13 14, 23,) , apart from the classical splice guide proposal in which only 3' exon nucleotides feature. To investigate the contribution of intron nucleotides to opening of the alternative 3' splice site, we have progressively deleted the intron sequences which we had inserted in the 5' exon using BAL-31 exonuclease ( fig. 1Q . Crucial sequences of the constructs are presented in figure 4C in which the shaded triple C motif indicates the vector DNA sequence coming close to the 3' exon. Figure 7B shows the ILC and circular intron products that were produced in selfsplicing reactions of the 3'SS/A transcript and the BAL-31 mutants. Like the 3'SS/A transcripts all BAL-31 mutants retaining the guanosine residue upstream of the opening site are able to form ILCs (lanes 1-4) . When this residue is also deleted formation of ILCs no longer takes place (lane-5). These results show that apart from this guanosine residue intron nucleotides are not essential for recognition of the alternative 3' splice site. We therefore suggest that the essential contribution to formation of ILCs is made by the 3' exon nucleotides of the alternative splice site.
Reactivity of substitution mutants
We verified the importance of the 3' exon nucleotides immediately downstream of opening site a in clone 3'SS/A ( fig. 1Q . First we changed two adenosine residues immediately 3' to the opening site into two uridines ( fig. 4C ). This results in diminished production of interlocked circles ( fig. 8A , lane 2) compared to the control reaction ( fig. 8A, lane 1) . In contrast to 3' exons flanking most other group I introns, the ribosomal 3' exon has additional nucleotides further downstream that can potentially basepair with the IGS. We therefore also changed this GGG sequence into AC A ( fig. 4Q . A precursor RNA containing these combined mutations does not give rise to interlocked circles at all (fig. 8A, lane 3) .
To exclude the possibility that diminished ILC formation is due to less efficient opening of the mutated opening site, we have isolated the immediate precursor for ILC formation (see discussion) which is formed after opening of this site. The 446 nt precursor product derived from the different substitution constructs was reincubated under self-splicing conditions starting with equal amounts (fig. 8B ). This experiment shows that the efficiency of ILC formation in the AA -UU substitution mutant is decreased (lane 2) with respect to the unsubstituted construct (lane 1), whereas in the AA-UU/GGG-ACA mutant ILCs are undetectable (lane 3). Thus the substitutions which interfere with the putative basepairing of the alternative 3' splice site with the IGS directly decrease the efficiency of ELC formation. This indicates that basepairing of the alternative splice site to the IGS is essential for splice site recognition.
DISCUSSION
We previously reported the formation of interlocked RNA circles during self-splicing of the group I aI3 intron of the yeast mitochondrial gene coding for subunit I of cytochrome oxidase (16) . Their formation was explained using the observation that the intron can be opened by GTP attack at an internal position and that the sequences surrounding this site resembled the authentic 5' splice site. This enabled us to explain the reactions leading to interlocking along the lines of the splice guide model originally put forward by Davies et al. (10) in which 5' and 3' exon sequences flanking the respective splice sites or sequence motifs resembling them, can interact with the IGS located in the intron. In this paper we used a shortened version of the group I intron containing precursor RNA transcribed from the yeast mitochondrial large ribosomal RNA gene and again we observed the formation of interlocked RNA circles. This suggests that their formation is not a unique feature of the aD intron but is of general interest to the mechanism of group I RNA self-splicing.
The characterisation of interlocked aI3 circles was greatly facilitated by electron microscopy. The interlocked RNA circles arising from the ribosomal precursor RNA are in part very small and for their analysis we had to resort to a variety of other techniques such as two dimensional gel electrophoresis and sequence determination. Taking the results together the following picture emerges. Removal of the reading frame from the intron of the large ribosomal RNA gene, leaving the group I specific sequence elements intact, resulted in a precursor RNA retaining its self-splicing potential. Apart from the normal products however, new products such as enlarged intron circles and ILCs also arise due to activation of opening sites located in the 5' exon (a-d in fig. IB and 4B) , which remain unused in the wild type precursor RNA (5) . The 3' end of the released 5' exon part can attack the 3' splice site resulting in a series of shortened ligation products and in extended versions of the intron still containing a part of the 5' exon. These last molecules still possess the authentic 5' splice site and a 5' end resembling the 3' splice site. Upon further reaction these molecules can give rise to ILCs.
In contrast to the aI3 intron where the ILC precursor is the excised intron which is produced in the normal self-splicing reaction, production of ILC precursor in the ribosomal RNA construct is less straightforward, since the nature of the opening sites located in the ribosomal 5' exon RNA is not clear (fig. 4B ). Although the 5' exon parts are used after opening to form exon ligation products there is no sequence similarity to the authentic 5' splice site or potential basepairing with the IGS. A resemblance to sequences characteristic for a 3' splice site is more obvious: a guanosine nucleotide in most cases precedes the opening position and downstream of it nucleotides are present that can interact with the IGS. The nature of the opening site was tested by removing the 5' exon region containing the four opening sites and replacing it with two different but well defined sequences: one containing the ligation junction and one containing an authentic 3' splice site. The ligation junction fragment was used because it is similar to a normal 5' splice site since the first two 3' exon nucleotides are identical to the first intron nucleotides. Very efficient formation of interlocked circles takes place when precursor RNA of these constructs is subjected to self-splicing ( fig. 5 ).
In the ExEx/A construct, the enlarged intron intermediate is formed due to the alternative ligation reaction. Since the 5' part of the 5' exon of 3'SS/A precursor RNA does not attack the 3' splice site resulting in exon ligation ( fig. 5B ) other mechanisms must be invoked to explain the cleavage of the 3' splice site freeing the intron terminal G, the essential attacking group for formation of circles. This may be due to GTP attack at the 3' splice site which is very efficient in yeast ribosomal precursor RNA or the result of site specific hydrolysis (5, 15) . Opening of the 3' splice sites is however efficient enough to allow appreciable formation of the enlarged intron intermediates.
On the basis of these results we like to formulate a model for interlocked circle formation involving the IGS which is, concerning sequence interactions, basically similar to the one proposed earlier for the aI3 intron (16). Here we also introduce a proposal for how interlocking arises. In the case of the aI3 intron the precursor to interlocked circles is the excised intron containing the internal opening site and the two parts of the intron end up in an interlocked conformation. In the case of the ribosomal RNA the precursor to ILC formation is the enlarged intron starting with a covalently attached G residue. We have shown this directly by isolating this enlarged intron and demonstrating that it is capable of interlocked circle formation. Like the aI3 intron, the 5' terminal end also resembles a 3' splice site and the fragments which will become interlocked are separated by a 5' splice site.
The consecutive transesterification reactions leading to ILCs starting with enlarged intron RNA are outlined in figure 9 for the case of ExEx/A precursor RNA. The enlarged intron molecule folds into a structure in which the normal 5' splice site basepairs to the IGS (fig. 9A ). When the 3' terminal guanosine residue of the intron attacks this splice site, a circular intron is formed. The importance of this intron terminal guanosine nucleotide was shown by removing it by /3-elimination. After loss of this nucleotide circle formation does not take place. In a second transesterification the 3'-hydroxyl group of the 5' exon attacks the phosphodiester bond behind the extra added G derived from cleavage of the opening site. This reaction, which resembles exon ligation in a normal self-splicing reaction, is shown in figure 9B and results in formation of a second circle of 63 nt, composed of the downstream part of the 5' exon. The covalently attached guanosine functions as the leaving group in this second transesterification. The enlarged intron molecules from the wt 5'Ex/A construct resulting from the opening sites a-d ( fig. 1 ) might react in a similar fashion to give rise to ILCs.
The model outlined in figure 9 accurately describes the formation of ILCs starting with enlarged intron RNA. In 3'SS/A reactions, this product is present in low amounts, probably because independent opening reactions at the two 3' splice sites do not take place efficiently. We therefore suggest an alternative precursor for ILC formation. This 5' exon-intron intermediate is produced after opening of the wild type 3' splice site by GTP attack or site specific hydrolysis. This yields a free intron terminal guanosine residue which can start the reactions leading to ILCs. Like the reaction starting with the enlarged intron, the intron terminal guanosine residue attacks the wild type 5' splice site to produce the intron circle (C°). The 63 nt circle is then produced by attack at the cryptic 3' splice site in the 5' exon by the 3' hydroxyl group of the 5' exon. This reaction is similar to the one outlined for the ExEx/A clone with the only difference that the leaving group is the 154 nt fragment instead of the guanosine nucleotide indicated in figure 9C . The second circularization is in fact entirely analogous to normal exon ligation, since the opening site which participates in the circularization reaction is indistinguishable from the normal 3' splice site. This mechanism implies that a wild type 3' splice site located in the 5' exon is preferentially used in a reaction analogous to exon ligation rather than being opened by GTP attack. We therefore propose that this site is selected in the same way as the wild type 3' splice site in a normal exon ligation reaction.
ILC formation in the wt 5'Ex/A construct can be explained by both mechanisms. Since alternative ligated exons are detected, enlarged intron molecules which can produce ILCs are generated. The alternative mechanism can be used since the 5' exon-intron intermediate is also produced. In fact, this second pathway may be the major one since opening of the cryptic sites in die 5' exon by GTP attack is far from efficient as can be concluded from the [o^PJ-GTP labeling experiment (A and B, lanes 3 and fig. 2Q . It can however not be excluded that the lower efficiency of the opening reaction is caused by the lower concentration of GTP used in this reaction (3.75 /tM).
Our model makes use of the proposed interaction between the IGS and the splice sites or sequences resembling splice sites to account for die reactions that have taken place. This is especially interesting for the 3' splice site for which another interaction has also been proposed (11, 14) . This auxiliary P9.0 interaction is a basepairing between the two nucleotides preceding the 3' terminal guanosine residue of the intron (UU) and two nucleotides downstream of sequence element S in the active site of the intron (in the case of the 21S intron: AA). In the normal 3' splice site of the constructs used this AA/UU interaction is of course possible. In the construct containing the additional 3' splice site ( fig. 1C , site a) this interaction is also possible but in the BAL-31 derivatives the 3' terminal UU motive was removed without effect on opening of site a and ELC formation. Furthermore we have shown that the smallest precursor that can give rise to ILCs is the enlarged intron. In our model we propose that the 5'-end of this precursor behaves like a 3' splice site ( fig. 9 B/E). Apart from the 5' terminal guanosine, which is analogous to the 3' intron terminal guanosine, this precursor RNA lacks further intron sequences that may contribute to the selection of this splice site. This demonstrates that a proposed P9.0 interaction is not necessary for the formation of ELCs.
Our study shows that in addition to the mechanism earlier proposed for the aI3 intron, 5' exon-intron intermediates can also serve as a precursor for interlocked circle formation, provided that die 5' exon contains a functional 3' splice site. Disruption of the P10 interaction between the 3' exon sequences and the IGS by substitution of nucleotides downstream of the opening site shows that these nucleotides are important for opening since the opening efficiency is dramatically reduced. Formation of ELCs from enlarged introns can completely be attributed to the interaction of the 3' exon-like sequences since disruption of this interaction completely abolishes ELC formation. This further substantiates experimental evidence for the P10 interaction (13, 14, 28, 29) as originally proposed in the splice guide model by Davies et al.
The existing evidence thus indicates an important role of the IGS in interlocked circle formation. In the normal splicing reactions the IGS functions in bringing together the 5'-and 3' splice sites by basepairing with 5' exon sequences and 3' exon sequences (and additional intron nucleotides in some cases). It has been suggested that these short helices can co-axially stack on top of each other forming a quasi continuous RNA helix comparable to similar RNA structures called pseudoknots (24, 25, 26, 27) . When we apply this principle to the RNA conformations shown in figure 9A and B resulting in the artist views of figure 9D and E, then it is obvious that circles formed by the transesterification reactions taking place in such a structure, end up in an interlocked state ( fig. 9D-F) . Although this conformation leads to interlocking, one could argue that the PI helix alone combined with a specific spatial orientation of the 5' terminal guanosine of the enlarged intron can also explain the interlocked state of the circles. However, we have shown by mutational analysis that ELC formation depends on 3' exon sequences which can basepair with the IGS. Therefore, the most likely structure that explains die formation of ELCs is one where both me PI and the P10 helices are co-axially stacked during the transesterification reactions.
Since our model to explain ELC formation makes use of conventional group I transesterification reactions and the classical splice guide model, we consider it likely that a normal splicing reaction takes place in a pseudoknot structure as proposed by Pleij et al (24) .
